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Our ser vice
Bay and bow windows are an elegant way to
transform the look and feel of your home.
Both give stunning views and allow additional light
to be reflected into your home while offering you a
host of possibilities to add a touch of style to your
property inside and out.
Everyone has their own idea of what will make their
home perfect, and our experts will draw on their
knowledge and years of experience to help you
bring your dreams to life.
Think about the window design you would like, then
talk to us about your ideas. Why not take a
photograph of the site to bring to our showroom or
show to our visiting estimator.
One of our expert surveyors will visit your home to
take detailed measurements and confirm the design.

Our builds
If you decide to add a bay or bow window to your
home, we’ll take care of everything, and we pride
ourselves on cleaning up and leaving your home
spotless once the project is finished.
Manufactured to the highest standard from virgin
quality uPVC, our window frames feature the latest
security and locking systems fitted as standard, with
internal double glazing to prevent the glass being
removed from the outside. A full range of colours
are available.
We also have dozens of glass patterns and designs for
you to choose from and combine with a
comprehensive range of furniture choices.

Grand designs

The thermal properties of our A-rated glass units will
help keep your home warm in winter and cool in
summer, and save you money on your energy bills

No matter what you have in mind, talk to us. If you
can find it, we can do it... and the chances are, we
already have.

Bays & Bows

Windows Plus

Windows Plus
Quality With out Compromise

Branches in Coventry, Rugby, Nuneaton & Solihull
Email: info@windows-plus.co.uk
www.windows-plus.co.uk

Freephone: 0800 389 5020

The solid and reliable company to trust

Freephone: 0800 389 5020
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Bays and Bows
Many people wonder what the differences are
between a bay and a bow window.
Both are beautiful and provide elegant arches
and angles, not to mention a gorgeous view.
A standard window is a simple single window
whereas bays and bows are created out of
three or more windows fitted together at
angles. This allows sunlight to enter from each
individual angle allowing the glass panes to
reflect off each other. The room appears more
open, brighter, and significantly more
welcoming.

Why ch oose us?
Bay and bow windows are a beautiful
way to transform both the interior and
exterior of your home.
Our fully qualified and accredited
experts take the time to work with you to
create the perfect window that’s ideally

The main difference is a bay window sits on an
brick-built structure that protrudes from the
normal elevation of the property, while with a
bow, it is just the window itself that juts out.

Bow windows are made of three to six
windows that are all the same size. This gives
the design of the space the ability to have a
more gradually curved look and feel than the
bay design, which has a sharper angle.

Both definitely have an advantage over
traditional flat windows in that they provide a
larger non-obstructed viewing area to the
outdoors.

Bow windows create the impression the room
is bigger than it is, and trick the eye into
seeing the entire wall as further away than
it actually is.

Bay windows often are made up of three or
five windows of varying sizes, typically with a
large fixed picture window in the center and
side windows that can be fixed or operating.

Oriel windows (pictured right) are perfect for
small rooms such as bathrooms, allowing in
more light and creating a shelf.

The extra space created for sitting or storage
can really change the atmosphere of a room.

Bow windows are beautiful, especially the
Georgian version. They add enormous character
and a traditional look to specific types of

Bay and bow windows from Windows Plus are
not only beautiful, but extremely energy
efficient as well and over time will save you a
great deal of money on your heating bills.
Any traditional window can be transformed
into an energy saving focal point that will have
your neighbours green with envy.
Whether it’s a bay or bow window that has
caught your eye, it’s definitely a home
improvement you’ll enjoy every time you walk
into the room.

Colour and furniture options
Glazing options. More choices available

suited to the unique requirements of your
property and lifestyle.
We’re so confident of the quality of our
work, we give a unique lifetime warranty
on parts and labour.
Plus, our dedicated aftercare

maintenance department guarantees
you’ll receive exceptional aftercare.
What’s more, we won’t ask for any
money up front. You’ll see the quality and
build of the finished work before you’re
asked to pay a penny.

Furniture colours

White

uPVC colour examples. More options available

Bright chrome Satin chrome

Graphite

White
Black

Windows Plus

property. Roof, boards and gallows brackets are
all included in the price of our bow windows.

Gold

Bronze
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